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Abstract
W+W−γ production at LEP2 is studied using data collected with the DELPHI
detector at centre-of-mass energies between 189 GeV and 209 GeV, correspon-
ding to an integrated luminosity of about 600 pb−1. Cross-sections are measured
for the production of W+W− with a hard, central and isolated photon in the
final state, and are found to be compatible with the Standard Model prediction.
The photon energy spectra are used to derive limits on anomalous contributions
to the W+W−Z0γ and W+W−γγ vertices.
(Eur. Phys. J. C31 (2003) 139-147)
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11 Introduction
W+W− production at LEP has been extensively analysed, with both the total cross-
section and the Triple Gauge boson Coupling (TGC) structure showing good agreement
with the Standard Model (SM) predictions [1]. The high centre-of-mass energy and large
data sample available also make it possible to study in detail the events in which a
photon is produced together with the W± pair. This paper presents the measurement of
the cross-section for W± pair production with a hard, central and isolated photon in the
final state.
The Quartic Gauge boson Couplings (QGCs), W+W−Z0γ and W+W−γγ, give rise to
4-fermion+γ final states but their contribution at LEP2 energies is expected to be only
about 3 fb in the framework of the SM. At present energies, these final states result mainly
from initial state radiation (ISR) in W+W− production, from radiation from the final
state charged fermions (FSR) or from the intermediate W± boson system (WSR). The
requirement that the photons be isolated with respect to the final state charged fermions
and the incoming electron/positron beams suppresses phase space regions almost entirely
dominated by ISR and FSR, and enhances possible effects from anomalous QGCs.
Deviations from the SM predictions in these final states could imply the presence of
contact interaction contributions to the QGCs, signalling new physics whose direct effects
are inaccessible at present energies and could be masked in the TGC measurements. The
QGC analysis is therefore performed in terms of “genuine” quartic gauge couplings, i.e.
excluding those which also give rise to triple gauge couplings.
Several different parameterizations of the genuine anomalous QGCs have been given in
the literature [2,3]. In this paper, we follow the analysis of Denner et al [3], which defines
five non-SM Lagrangian operators which conserve electromagnetic gauge invariance and a
custodial SU(2)c symmetry, and which can give contributions to the quartic gauge boson
vertex. The contributions to the total Lagrangian density are:
Lc = − piα4Λ2acFαµF αν(
−→
W ν .
−→
W µ) ,
L0 = − piα4Λ2a0FαβF αβ(
−→
W µ.
−→
W µ) ,
L˜0 = − piα4Λ2 a˜0FαβF˜ αβ(
−→
W µ.
−→
W µ) ,
Ln = − piα4Λ2anǫijkW (i)µαW (j)ν W (k)αF µν ,
L˜n = − piα4Λ2 a˜nǫijkW
(i)
µαW
(j)
ν W (k)αF˜ µν ,
where the field strengths Fµν and
−→
W µν are defined by Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ and −→W µν =
∂µ
−→
W ν − ∂ν−→W µ, respectively, and 2F˜µν = ǫµνρσF ρσ(ǫ0123 = 1); Aµ is the photon field and√
2
−→
W µ =
(
(W+ +W−)µ , i(W+ −W−)µ ,
√
2
cos θW
Zµ
)
is the triplet of massive gauge bosons.
The parameter Λ has units of energy and represents the scale at which new physics would
become manifest, and ac, a0, a˜0, an and a˜n are dimensionless parameters determining the
separate contributions of each operator.
The first three of these operators contribute to the W+W−γγ coupling and the last
two to the W+W−Z0γ coupling. Lc and L0 conserve C and P , L˜n conserves CP but
not the separate symmetries, L˜0 conserves only C and Ln conserves only P . All these
anomalous couplings change not only the totalW+W−γ cross-section but also modify the
energy spectra of the observed photons. In this paper we determine the possible separate
contributions of each of these operators to WWγ production at LEP.
2The results are based on the data collected with the DELPHI detector at centre-of-
mass energies between 189 and 209 GeV, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity
of about 600 pb−1. Results from the other LEP collaborations on theW+W−γ final state
and on anomalous QGCs can be found in [4,5].
2 Data Samples
The data studied in this paper were collected in the LEP runs of 1998 to 2000. In 1998,
DELPHI collected a total luminosity of 154 pb−1 at 189 GeV, and in 1999 integrated
luminosities of 26, 77, 84 and 41 pb−1 were recorded at 192, 196, 200 and 202 GeV,
respectively. In 2000, the centre-of-mass energies ranged from 200 to 209 GeV; for part
of the year, DELPHI suffered from a problem in one of the 12 sectors of its main tracking
device (the TPC) and, although the effect on the present analysis is small, these data
were analysed separately to isolate any systematic difference. The 2000 data with the
TPC fully operational correspond to 161 pb−1, and the second set of data to 58 pb−1,
both with average centre-of-mass energies of 206 GeV.
The DELPHI apparatus and performance are described in detail in [6,7]. The tracking
system of DELPHI consisted of a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and a Vertex Detector
(VD), and was supplemented by extra tracking detectors, the Inner and Outer Detectors
in the barrel region, and two Forward Chambers. It was embedded in a magnetic field
of 1.2 T, aligned parallel to the beam axis. The electromagnetic calorimetry consisted
of the High density Projection Chamber (HPC) in the barrel region, the Forward Elec-
tromagnetic Calorimeter (FEMC) and the Small angle Tile Calorimeter in the forward
regions. The regions between the HPC and the FEMC and between HPC modules were
instrumented by scintillators fitted with lead converters so that photons could also be
tagged there. The hadronic calorimeter covered 98% of the total solid angle and the
whole detector was surrounded by muon drift chambers. The major hardware change
with respect to the description in [7] was the inclusion of the Very Forward Tracker [8]
which extended the coverage of the Vertex Detector down to a polar angle of 11◦. Together
with new tracking algorithms and alignment and calibration procedures, this led to an
improved track reconstruction efficiency in the forward regions of DELPHI. The tracking
algorithms for the barrel part of DELPHI were also changed to recuperate efficiency in
the damaged TPC sector.
The final states considered as W+W−γ candidates were qq¯qq¯γ and qq¯lνγ, where q re-
presents a quark jet and l ≡ e, µ, τ . Events corresponding to SM processes with hadronic
final states were fully simulated for the separate data samples. All the 4-fermion fi-
nal states (including neutral and charged currents) were generated with the setup de-
scribed in [9], based on the WPHACT [10] generator. WPHACT was interfaced with
YFSWW [11] to include radiative corrections in the Double Pole Approximation (DPA)
approach and to perform ISR corrections (including also ISR/WSR interference – of spe-
cial relevance for the final states studied in this paper), while PYTHIA [12] modelled the
FSR for quarks and TAUOLA [13] and PHOTOS [14] modelled the FSR for the charged
leptons. The qq¯(γ) final states were generated with KK2f [15]. For all signal and back-
ground processes, the jet fragmentation and hadronization was simulated according to
the DELPHI tuned JETSET/PYTHIA model [16]. All other SM background processes
were found to give negligible contributions to the selected samples.
Samples of W+W−γ with anomalous Quartic Gauge Couplings were simulated using
weighted events from EEWWG [17]. This includes a full O(α) calculation of ISR, WSR
and QGC diagrams but not FSR ones; it was interfaced with PYTHIA to simulate the
3fragmentation, hadronization and FSR from the charged fermions and with the EXCA-
LIBUR radiator function [18] to describe collinear ISR. It was checked that the predictions
of EEWWG without anomalous QGCs were compatible with the contribution of the
W+W− production tree-level diagrams (CC03) [19] from the WPHACT samples, inclu-
ding DPA corrections but excluding FSR effects, in the region studied. The effect of
the collinear ISR is to reduce the effective centre-of-mass energy and consequently lower
the expected cross-section for visible photons. The inclusion of the radiative effects from
EXCALIBUR in addition to the ISR matrix element in EEWWG results in a small double
counting of the ISR and of its interference with the other contributing processes; however,
in the analysis, most of this is removed by the use of a subtraction procedure in the event
weights, as described below.
The EEWWG program is primarily intended to describe anomalous QGC effects for
on-shellW+W−γ production: the anomalous signal to be added to the SM was defined by
applying to each EEWWG event a weight w = w(ac, a0, a˜0, an, a˜n)−w(~0), defined as the
difference between the matrix element squared calculated with anomalous couplings ~a 6= ~0
and the SM calculation (~a = ~0) 1. Samples of W+W−γ in all final states were generated
with EEWWG and fully simulated at centre-of-mass energies of 189, 198 and 206 GeV.
The WPHACT samples were used to define the SM signal to be measured and, in the
analysis of anomalous QGCs, the extra contribution from EEWWG was added with the
weights defined above. Both the SM and the anomalous QGCs cross-sections obtained
in this way were found to be compatible with those obtained using RacoonWW [3].
3 Event Selection
The general event reconstruction was based on that used by DELPHI for analysis of
the process e+e− → W+W− [20], but with a less restrictive photon identification in order
to enrich the W+W−γ sample.
The reconstruction of photons in DELPHI was done in several steps, starting from
the showers in the electromagnetic calorimeters. In the barrel, the procedure described
in [7] was followed. Further “loose” showers, close to the HPC divisions, were accepted
even if they failed the transverse shower profile criteria (and also the longitudinal one,
for showers of energy exceeding 25 GeV). In the forward region, all STIC energy deposits
with polar angle, θ, with respect to the beam direction satisfying 3◦ < θ < 11◦ were taken
to be photon candidates2, while, for θ > 11◦, an algorithm was used to reduce the effects
of the shower development in the detector material in front of the FEMC: electromagnetic
deposits close in space in the FEMC were clustered together and the association with
reconstructed charged particle tracks was used for electron/photon discrimination. Care
was taken to exclude those tracks which were likely to come from the development of
showers outside the calorimeter. Photons with two associated tracks were kept in the
“loose” selection, but the “tight” selection required that no VD track elements, nor signals
from different combinations of other tracking detectors (depending on the shower polar
angle) be associated with the electromagnetic deposit. In addition, “loose” and “tight”
photons were required to have a ratio between the electromagnetic energy and the total
energy above 90% in the angular region around the cluster defined by |∆θ| < 15◦ and
|∆φ| < min(15◦, 6◦ cot θcluster), where φ is the azimuthal angle in the plane perpendicular
to the beam direction and θ is the polar angle.
1Following [3], a˜0 and a˜n were introduced in EEWWG by replacing a0 → a0 + i a˜0 and an → an + i a˜n and the signs
of a0/Λ2 and ac/Λ2 were reversed with respect to the ones in the original EEWWG code.
2Energy depositions below 3◦ were discarded from the events, to avoid contamination from off-momentum beam
electrons.
4The identification of isolated photons in theW+W−γ samples started from the photon
candidates defined above and relied on a double cone centred around the photon axis, as
explained below. Only isolated photons with energies above 5 GeV were considered.
The total energy inside a cone of 5◦ was associated to the photon, while, to ensure
isolation, the energy between 5◦ and 15◦ was not permitted to exceed 1 GeV. These
criteria were relaxed for tightly identified photons. In this case, no further association was
done and only the external cone was considered. The corresponding angle, α, was varied
according to the energy of the photon candidate (from 15◦ down to 3◦ for Eγ > 90 GeV),
with the energy inside the cone allowed to be reduced proportionally to sinα/ sin(15◦).
To enrich the FSR sample, identified muons and electrons coming from the W± were
excluded from the energy counting within the photon external cone. All other charged
particle tracks (not associated to the photon) with momentum greater than 1 GeV/c
were required to be at least 15◦ away from the photon. Although some of the energy of a
photon near the electromagnetic calorimeter boundaries may be deposited in the HCAL,
the hadronic energy associated to the photon was required to be below 5 GeV, and to be
less than half of the total photon energy.
TheW+W−γ sample included fully-hadronic (qq¯qq¯) and semi-leptonic (qq¯eν, qq¯µν and
qq¯τν) candidate events in which a photon was identified. Following the procedures for
the analysis ofW+W− events described in [20], the selection of fully-hadronic final states
was based on a Neural Network (NN) analysis, and that of semi-leptonic final states
on an Iterative Discriminant Analysis (IDA). The efficiencies of the selections were of
around 80% for the fully-hadronic events and 90%, 80% and 65% for muon, electron and
tau semi-leptonic events, respectively; the purities ranged from 80% in the fully-hadronic
to 99% in the muon channel. The background was composed of 75% qq¯ events in the
fully-hadronic channel and equal amounts of qq¯ and 4-fermion events in the semi-leptonic
channels. Since the selection was not tuned specifically for the W+W−γ process, extra
cuts were applied to reject background further, as described below.
The measured LEP beam energy values [21] were then used in kinematic fits, impo-
sing energy-momentum conservation in the fully-hadronic channel, and imposing energy-
momentum conservation and requiring that the two-jet system and the lepton-neutrino
system have equal masses in the semi-leptonic channels. In all the fits performed, all the
isolated photons were considered to come from outside the W s, effectively reducing the
energy available for the W+W− system. The χ2 of the kinematic fits had to be below 10
and the corresponding fitted quantities were used in the subsequent analysis.
The maximum energy of the photon was restricted to be below ( s−(2MW )
2
2
√
s
− 5) GeV to
select events above the W+W− threshold. In the fully-hadronic final state, the output
value of the W+W− Neural Network was required to be larger than 0.70 for all years. In
the semi-leptonic samples, the lepton and the neutrino reconstructed by the constrained
fit were required to be isolated in relation to the jets by at least 10◦ and 5◦, respectively.
4 Cross-section Measurement
The numbers of events selected as W+W−γ candidates, according to the criteria des-
cribed above, are shown in table 1 (lines labelled “w/o PS”) for each channel, dividing
the data into three samples according to the year in which they were collected. The
distributions of the photon energy, polar angle and isolation angle with respect to the
reconstructed jets and leptons are shown in figure 1(a-c), for these events. The agreement
between data and simulation for the angular variables was checked in large samples of qq¯γ
5events, corresponding to radiative returns to the Z0 pole, and no systematic differences
were observed.
The measurement of the W+W−γ cross-section was performed in a more restricted
phase space region in which the photons fulfilled the following criteria:
• | cos θγ | < 0.95, where θγ is the angle between the photon and the incoming electron
beam;
• cosαγ < 0.90, where αγ is the smallest angle between the photon and the final state
charged fermions.
The above cuts were applied in addition to the previously defined criterion:
• Eγ > 5 GeV.
The same cuts were applied to the reconstructed events previously selected (the iso-
lation angle being defined in relation to identified jets and charged leptons) and the
resulting samples used both in the cross-section determination and in the anomalous
couplings analysis. The numbers of events after application of these cuts are also shown
in table 1 (2nd row for each data sample listed), and the distributions of the energy and
angular variables of the photons in these samples are shown in figure 1(d-f). Events with
isolation angles αγ > 90
◦ are not shown in 1(c) and 1(f): after imposing the signal defini-
tion cuts there are 4 such events in data, with 3.3±0.1 expected from simulation. There
is good agreement between the data and the SM expectations, except in two samples in
the tau channel, where a global deficit of around 2 standard deviations with respect to
the expectations is observed.
The selections for the four final states are exclusive and the efficiencies quoted in table 1
were calculated with respect to the total W+W−γ sample within the signal region, thus
including the branching fractions to the various decay final states. Note that these are
not just the SM decay branching ratios of the W±, as the FSR contribution is different
for each final state. The selection purities (P ) and efficiencies (ǫ) vary between channels
and also according to the centre-of-mass energies. In the final selection, the muon sample
has the highest values (P ∼ 80% and ǫ ∼ 53% of the qq¯µνγ signal events), followed by
the electron sample, the tau sample and the fully-hadronic sample with the lowest values
(P ∼ 52% and ǫ ∼ 34%). The samples selected in the tau channel contain substantial
contributions from the other final states, which are taken as signal.
The cross-sections were measured using a likelihood fit to the Poissonian probability
for observing the numbers of events shown for each channel in the relevant rows of table 1:
• σWWγ(
√
s ∼ 189 GeV) = 0.19 ±0.09 ±0.02 pb (SM: 0.340 ±0.017 pb),
• σWWγ(
√
s ∼ 198 GeV) = 0.44 ±0.09 ±0.03 pb (SM: 0.385 ±0.019 pb),
• σWWγ(
√
s ∼ 206 GeV) = 0.34 ±0.09 ±0.03 pb (SM: 0.421 ±0.021 pb),
where the first errors are statistical and the second systematic. The cross-sections ob-
tained with WPHACT/YFSWW for the SM expectations, in the same phase space region,
are given with an associated 5% error [3].
Although the statistical errors are dominant, conservative systematic errors have been
estimated from several sources. The effect of the signal modelling is estimated by varying
the photon distributions (by changing the relative importance of FSR, from the expected
25%-30% of the signal to 0% or 50%, and of anomalous QGC contributions, within the
experimentally allowed range determined in the next section), and leads to a relative
error of 5% on the global efficiency. This is complemented with separate contributions
of 1.5% and 3% from the uncertainty in the NN/IDA selections [20] and in the photon
6Channel Data MCtot 4-fermion WWγ eff×BF
1998:
√
s ∼189 GeV, L=154 pb−1
qq¯eνγ (w/o PS) 6 8.3±0.2 8.0±0.2 3.0±0.1
qq¯eνγ 4 4.0±0.2 3.8±0.1 2.9±0.1 5.5%
qq¯µνγ (w/o PS) 9 10.2±0.2 10.1±0.2 3.5±0.1
qq¯µνγ 5 4.6±0.2 4.6±0.1 3.5±0.1 6.6%
qq¯τνγ (w/o PS) 9 12.4±0.3 10.0±0.2 3.7±0.1
qq¯τνγ 1 6.4±0.3 4.9±0.2 3.6±0.1 6.8%
qq¯qq¯γ (w/o PS) 25 31.3±0.6 25.3±0.4 7.9±0.2
qq¯qq¯γ 11 15.8±0.4 12.6±0.2 7.6±0.2 14.5%
sum (w/o PS) 49 62.3±0.7 53.3±0.5 18.0±0.3
sum 21 30.7±0.5 25.8±0.4 17.5±0.3 33.5%
1999:
√
s ∼198 GeV, L=221 pb−1 (qq¯lνγ) and L=227 pb−1 (qq¯qq¯γ)
qq¯eνγ (w/o PS) 11 14.5±0.3 13.6±0.2 4.8±0.1
qq¯eνγ 5 6.7±0.2 6.2±0.2 4.7±0.1 5.6%
qq¯µνγ (w/o PS) 15 16.1±0.3 16.0±0.3 6.2±0.2
qq¯µνγ 9 7.5±0.2 7.5±0.2 6.0±0.2 7.1%
qq¯τνγ (w/o PS) 25 22.6±0.3 18.6±0.3 6.5±0.2
qq¯τνγ 11 10.9±0.2 8.6±0.2 6.3±0.2 7.5%
qq¯qq¯γ (w/o PS) 56 52.6±0.6 44.6±0.5 13.8±0.3
qq¯qq¯γ 30 25.2±0.4 21.1±0.3 13.4±0.3 15.3%
sum (w/o PS) 107 105.8±0.8 92.8±0.6 31.4±0.4
sum 55 50.3±0.5 43.3±0.4 30.4±0.4 35.4%
2000:
√
s ∼206 GeV, L=199 pb−1 (qq¯lνγ) and L=219 pb−1 (qq¯qq¯γ)
qq¯eνγ (w/o PS) 14 14.9±0.3 14.0±0.3 4.8±0.2
qq¯eνγ 6 6.4±0.2 6.0±0.2 4.7±0.2 5.6%
qq¯µνγ (w/o PS) 14 16.9±0.3 16.8±0.3 6.1±0.2
qq¯µνγ 6 7.2±0.2 7.2±0.2 5.9±0.2 7.0%
qq¯τνγ (w/o PS) 12 22.1±0.4 18.4±0.3 6.2±0.2
qq¯τνγ 5 10.4±0.3 8.3±0.2 6.0±0.2 7.1%
qq¯qq¯γ (w/o PS) 59 58.0±0.7 49.3±0.5 14.9±0.3
qq¯qq¯γ 29 27.1±0.5 22.7±0.3 14.4±0.3 15.6%
sum (w/o PS) 99 111.8±0.9 98.6±0.7 32.1±0.4
sum 46 51.2±0.6 44.1±0.4 30.9±0.4 35.4%
Table 1: Number of selected events per channel for each year of data taking, compared
to the expected number of events for the total SM simulation (MCtot). The numbers cor-
responding to the contributions of 4-fermion events (and specifically of W+W−γ events)
to the total selected simulation sample are also shown. The two lines for each channel
show the numbers of events selected as W+W−γ candidates, respectively, without (la-
beled “w/o PS”) and with the imposition of the signal phase space cuts defined in the
text. The efficiency for the signal is shown in the last column for the selection within the
signal phase space cuts and takes into account the branching fractions into each channel.
The lower values of luminosity for the semi-leptonic samples reflect extra requirements
on the detector status.
7selection [22], respectively. A contribution from the modelling of the only significant
non-4-fermion background, qq¯(γ), was obtained conservatively by varying the estimated
contribution from this channel by ±20%, to take into account the uncertainties in the
photon production from fragmentation and in the description of 4-jet observables [23].
The last contribution comes from the finite size of the simulation samples. All the inde-
pendent contributions were added in quadrature and the correlations from the errors at
different energies were neglected.
Figure 2 shows the comparison between the measured cross-section and the expected
cross-section from WPHACT/YFSWW. The changes induced by the presence of anoma-
lous QGCs for characteristic values of the parameters introduced in section 1, calculated
with EEWWG, are also shown.
Another LEP analysis [4] has introduced an extra cut requiring the two W± bosons
to be quasi on-shell (|Mff ′ −MW | < 2ΓW ) and split the 1999 data into two samples. In
that analysis, the FSR is not considered in the signal. We give corresponding results for
comparison and to allow for combination of LEP results. Keeping the analysis unchanged
but considering the signal defined in this way leads to a reduction of the signal to between
52% and 55% of the original value, with slightly higher efficiencies (except for the qq¯τν
channel). The measured cross-sections in this case are:
• σWWγ(
√
s ∼189 GeV) = 0.05 ±0.08 ±0.01 pb (SM: 0.176 ±0.004 pb),
• σWWγ(
√
s ∼195 GeV) = 0.17 ±0.12 ±0.02 pb (SM: 0.203 ±0.004 pb),
• σWWγ(
√
s ∼200 GeV) = 0.34 ±0.12 ±0.02 pb (SM: 0.217 ±0.004 pb),
• σWWγ(
√
s ∼206 GeV) = 0.18 ±0.08 ±0.02 pb (SM: 0.233 ±0.005 pb).
The theoretical error on these predicted cross-sections is smaller [3] than that quoted for
the previous selections because only the ISR and WSR processes are considered here.
5 Anomalous Couplings
The anomalous contributions to the quartic gauge couplings were evaluated with
EEWWG in terms of the parameters ac/Λ
2, a0/Λ
2 and a˜0/Λ
2, affecting W+W−γγ ver-
tices, and an/Λ
2 and a˜n/Λ
2, affectingW+W−Z0γ vertices. These parameters were defined
in section 1. The anomalous operators change not only the cross-section but also the pho-
ton energy spectra for the phase space region defined above, and their effects are stronger
as the centre-of-mass energy increases. This has been seen in the variation of the total
cross-section with energy displayed in figure 2, and is also demonstrated in figure 3, which
shows the measured and predicted photon energy spectra for the data samples at different
energies. These figures show the SM predictions and also those for four non-zero values
of ac/Λ
2; the distributions predicted for non-zero values of the other parameters show
the same general behaviour. The effect on the angular variables is smaller and further
reduced by the selection of central and isolated photons.
A likelihood fit to the photon energy spectra for all the individual channels and data
sets gives as most probable values of the QGC parameters (in each case setting the values
of the others to zero):
• ac/Λ2 = +0.000+0.019−0.040 GeV−2;
• a0/Λ2 = −0.004+0.018−0.010 GeV−2;
• a˜0/Λ2 = −0.007+0.019−0.008 GeV−2;
8• an/Λ2 = −0.09+0.16−0.05 GeV−2;
• a˜n/Λ2 = +0.05+0.07−0.15 GeV−2.
Both statistical and systematic uncertainties are included (the relative contributions are
the same as in the cross-section measurement). At 95% confidence level, the allowed
ranges of the anomalous QGCs are constrained to be:
• −0.063 GeV−2 < ac/Λ2 < +0.032 GeV−2;
• −0.020 GeV−2 < a0/Λ2 < +0.020 GeV−2;
• −0.020 GeV−2 < a˜0/Λ2 < +0.020 GeV−2;
• −0.18 GeV−2 < an/Λ2 < +0.14 GeV−2;
• −0.16 GeV−2 < a˜n/Λ2 < +0.17 GeV−2.
The correlation between the different parameters is small and thus these results are
not substantially changed when multi-parameter fits are performed. The two parameters
which are CP-conserving and affect the W+W−γγ vertex show the largest correlation:
the 95% upper confidence limit of a0/Λ
2 is 0.025 GeV−2 when a0/Λ2 is fitted together
with ac/Λ
2.
6 Conclusions
About 600 pb−1 of LEP2 data, corresponding to centre-of-mass energies between
189 GeV and 209 GeV, were analysed to study the final stateW+W−γ, where the photon
is required to have Eγ >5 GeV, | cos θγ | <0.95 and to be isolated with respect to the final
state charged fermions by cosαγ <0.90.
The cross-sections for W± pair production with a photon in the final state were found
to be in agreement with the SM prediction and the photon energy spectra were used
to test the presence of anomalous QGCs. The data show no evidence for quartic gauge
boson couplings.
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Figure 1: Distributions of energy (a,d), cosine of the polar angle (b,e) and cosine of the
isolation angle (c,f) of the photons in all data samples and all channels. a), b) and c)
show distributions of the events selected before the imposition of the signal definition cuts
described in the text, and d), e) and f) the distributions after imposition of the signal
cuts. The data (dots) are compared to the total SM prediction (shaded histogram).
The SM W+W−γ signal, generated within the phase space cuts, is shown in the darker
histogram. In c) and f) events with isolation angle above 90◦ are not displayed.
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Figure 2: W+W−γ cross-section as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. The measured
cross-sections (crosses) are compared to the SM prediction from WPHACT/YFSWW.
The cross-sections obtained with EEWWG for indicative values of the anomalous pa-
rameter ac/Λ
2 (in GeV−2) are also shown.
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Figure 3: Effect of anomalous couplings in the photon energy spectra in each data sam-
ple: data with
√
s =189 GeV (top), data with
√
s =198 GeV (middle) and data with√
s =206 GeV (bottom). The data (dots) are compared to the total SM predictions
(shaded histogram). The expected distributions with anomalous QGCs are also shown
for positive (left) and negative (right) values of ac/Λ
2 (in GeV−2).
